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Introduction …………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following is intended as a 

guide for parents of children 

who may just be getting into the 

competitive side of the 

swimming club.  For more 

definitive answers, obviously the 

best people to ask are the club 

coaches and officials – however 

these notes may answer a few 

questions… 
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Different Types of Swimming Competitions 

At Stourbridge Swimming Club competitions 

basically come in 2 flavours:- 

• Galas where the club competes as a team against other clubs usually on a 

Saturday evening. 

• Open Meets are competitions organised by clubs up and down the country.  

Swimmers compete as individuals whilst still representing the club. 

Team Galas 

The club competes regularly in various team competition galas during the year in a 

number of leagues. Currently these are:- 

Ross Junior League (PGL Ross League)- Swimmers aged 9/10,11,12, 13, 14 

Worcester Winter League (WWL) - Swimmers aged 11, 13, 15, open 

Nuneaton Junior League (Diddy League) - Swimmers aged 9, 10, 11, 12 

National Arena League - Swimmers age 11/u, 13/u, 15/u, open 

The Fixtures Secretary in consultation with the Head Coach establishes the fixtures 

list for the forthcoming year. The fixtures are shown in a yearly calendar and Event 

page, which is posted on the club website.  

Team selections for galas are made by the Team Managers in consultation with the 

coaches. Parents will be contacted by the Team Managers to see if your child is able 

to swim as soon as possible. It is helpful to mark the dates of galas, especially finals, 

on your calendar at home, so that we have as many swimmers as possible available 

to swim for important events. 

If your child is asked to represent the club at a gala it’s a real sign of achievement. 

Your commitment as a parent is to ensure your child competes if asked. If they pull 

out at the last minute this can greatly affect the whole team!  
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How Does a Team & Friendly Gala work? 

Team Selection 

The Team Managers make the selections for the team galas – 

initially and usually (if an A team gala (i.e. not a friendly)) 

selecting the swimmers with the best times. They then contact you to see if your 

child is available. 

Unless the gala is a substantial distance a coach is NOT provided, which means 

parents have to make their own way to the venue (with their child of course). 

However, it is often possible to share transport with other parent's (bear in mind 

you may need some change for parking at some Leisure Centre car-parks). 

What to Take  

Well obviously swimmers need a costume and 

maybe a spare, 2 sets of goggles, 2 towels, poolside 

shoes their club hat + a spare , and a club T shirt. 

You (the parent) will need something to drink – It is 

usually very warm and humid at a swimming pool. Dress 

in such a way that you can cope with very hot conditions.  

 

 

 

The swimmers also need drinks and possibly food – they are going 

to be stuck poolside for about 2 hours 

(Pool side drink is very important!) 

 

 

Bombay-Dyeing-Flora-Set-Of-2-Bath-Towels-5435-1485481-1-ol-pdp_slider_m (1).webp
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At the Gala 

 

Once at the gala the swimmers have to go off and change and then have to go 

poolside by themselves– parents are not allowed poolside unless they are one of the 

volunteers helping to manage the team. This can be a bit daunting especially for 

those younger swimmers in the first couple of galas. Usually a more experienced 

swimmer can be found to look after your little one…… 

 

What do the parent's and supporters do? 

They get to sit poolside – if you’re lucky the pool will 

have proper tiered spectator seating – otherwise 

you end up sitting very close to the pool and getting 

wet! There is also a small charge for spectators, and 

don’t forget the raffle (it’s how clubs try to raise 

funds). You normally get in just as the swimmers 

start their warm up and the first time you see it, it’s 

quite a sight watching about 100 swimmers in 6 

lanes swimming nose to toe! 

 

Be prepared, it is usually very hot and humid sitting poolside – so make sure you can 

remove several layers of clothing and cool drinks are useful. Once the gala gets 

going the races happen very quickly and what looks like a daunting list of around 50 

races takes around 2 hours. It might be an idea to take a stop watch so you can 

record how fast your child swims—then at the next gala 

you can compare the swims to see if they have improved 

their time!  

 

 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiN74X-mbDaAhWFWsAKHQbHBYoQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=https://clipartxtras.com/categories/view/76659a7e0b6b50ed9bbc61680bc3ff865b13004d/notepad-clipart-transparent.html&psig=AOvVaw1_J8xsycHXFpd1Q3XE8Mp1&ust=1523466638305467
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Open Meets 

The details of Open Meets are often conveyed to you by the 

coach.  A list of meets that the club would like your child to attend 

is under the fixtures on the website often with a link to the website of the club 

organising the meet detailing the specific Meet information and entry form. It is up 

to the parent if they wish their child to enter and which events they would like to 

swim. Your coach may be able to help with your selection. 

Some Meets specify a range of qualifying times that your child’s Personal Best Time 

(PB) should fall between for each event.  Some specify a time where your child’s PB 

must be equal to or faster and occasionally a time is specified where the swimmer’s 

time must be slower. If your child has competed at a licensed open meet before 

their PB’s can be found on the British swimming website:-  

www.swimmingresults.org/individualbest/ 

Most open meets currently cost around £6 per event and are held in either 25m 

(short course) or 50m (long course) pools.  As previously noted, Open Meets have 

their entry forms available for download from their website, should you not have 

access to these ask your coach and he/she will get one for you. There is always a 

cut-off date that entries need to be in by always try to get them in to the coach early 

to ensure entries are processed. 

What do the Different Levels Mean? 

When you look at the details for an open meet they often state that they are Level 

3, Level 2 etc. Only licensed meets are licensed to a particular level. The Level 

indicates the standard of the officials, time keepers etc. Also higher level meets are 

more competitive. Electronic timing must be used on level 1-3 meets. Results from 

these are submitted to the ASA for inclusion on the National Rankings database 

(they can be found on the ASA website – see PB link above).  

Level Four Meets are intended for club swimmers and those beginning to enter 

individual open competition and ‘Qualifying Times’ sometimes apply. Upper Limit 

times usually apply. Pools must be at least 25m long. 
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Level Three Meets are intended for gaining qualifying times for County 

Championships, although swimmers who achieve a Regional Qualifying Time at a 

level three meet may use that time for entry into their Regional Championships. 

Qualifying Times and Upper Limit times apply. Pools must be 25m, 50m long. 

Level Two Meets are intended to gain qualifying times for Regional Championships. 

Qualifying Times and Upper Limit times apply. Upper qualifying times for these 

meets, swimmers should not be faster than the National qualifying time for the 

respective age group Pools must be 25m or 50m long.  

Level One Meets are intended to gain times for qualifying for National 

Championships. Minimum entry times apply equivalent to the ASA ‘A’ Grade 

qualifying times Pools must be either 25m or 50m long.  

 

Going to the Meet 

It’s usually advisable to aim to get to an open meet about half an hour before the 

posted warm up time. This gives you time to park (some venues do not have very 

good parking, especially when 200 kids with parent's descend on them) and may get 

you near enough to the front of the queue to get in and get a seat!! This is very 

useful for the parent(s) as each session lasts around 3 hours. Take lots to drink – it’s 

very hot in most swimming pools. 

What to Take 

Take kit as previously noted in ‘what to take to galas’ section.  

Additionally, for the swimmers, make sure they have plenty 

to eat and especially to drink as unlike a gala which is only 

for a couple of hours, you could be at an open meet all day 

or at least half a day. At the back of this booklet there is a 

section on best foods to eat and when…. Take a look! 

Also, they need a club T shirt to put on between races and between sessions to keep 

warm.   

Once at the Meet 

When they arrive the swimmer must ensure they find their coach straight away to 

make them aware they are present. Don’t be late otherwise the swimmer could be 
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excluded from their events. Like team events parents are not allowed poolside – the 

Coaches will look after the swimmers while they are poolside. The swimmers have 

to go off and change by themselves or at least with any other likely looking team 

members they can find. Once poolside your child must stay with the team and not 

come to you in the spectator area, they can be called upon at any time and the 

Coaches need to know where they are.  Once in the venue the Stourbridge parent's 

often try to sit together mainly so that they have someone to talk to during the long 

hours and cheer all the swimmers on. 

How the meet works…….. 

Most open meets are split into 2 or more sessions with a separate warm up for each 

session. The warm up takes about an hour with the swimmers split into older/ 

younger boys and girls. Then they start the races. 

At most open meets each event is ranked in the order of the swimmer’s entry time 

(even if their PB may have changed since the entry was made). The event is then 

swum in heats starting with the slowest swimmer irrespective of age.  As a result it 

is unlikely that a swimmer will be completely outclassed (or completely out class the 

other swimmers) in their particular heat. 

Once the event is complete the recorded times are sorted out and the swimmers 

sorted into their age groups and the results posted – at which point you find out 

whether you have a medal winner. Trophies/medals are awarded for anywhere 

between the top 3 and top six in each of the age groups. It varies with competitions 

as does the age groups. 

So at the end of a great days competition (lasting around 7 hours) you set off home 

having watched your treasured swimmer competing for all of about 5 minutes 

(depending on the number of events) but hopefully clutching some trophies (always 

makes the day) and having recorded one or more PB’s (almost as good as a trophy). 

Hopefully your swimmer will have enjoyed the experience – unfortunately it doesn’t 

matter about the parent's.... you are just there to provide transport, food and 

finance!!  
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PBs 

PB means ‘Personal Best’.  It a good idea to keep a record / 

database of what your child has achieved – it helps when filling 

open meet entry forms. However, as previously mentioned once 

they have competed in licensed meets times are recorded on 

the British Swimming website (have a look on the website under 

Biographical data www.swimmingresults.org/biogs/).  You can 

access the website at any time.  Times are normally uploaded a few days after the 

meet has taken place (N.B. They only record swims of 50m upwards!) As you start to 

navigate your way round the website you will also find ranking details and see 

where your child is ranked at County, Regional and National level. 

It’s at that point you realise how many competitive swimmers there are, and just 

how good some are! So don’t get carried away thinking you have a good Olympic 

prospect – there are around 400,000 competitive swimmers in the UK, of which 

about 20 go to the Olympics! The important thing is they enjoy themselves and 

compete to whatever level they can or want to!!! 

 

NOTE—PB’s are like buses - they don’t come along for ages then suddenly 6 in a row 

can come together! Having a growth spurt can throw their stroke out and it takes 

time to get back into the swing so please don’t worry if they are not on the ball!!  

 

Club Championships 

Every year the club holds its Club Championships. 

These are internal competitons where all club 

swimmers swim events to see who is the best at 

each stroke and distance by age group. Currently 

there are normally 3 set competitions where 

everyone has a chance to shine. The 8’s and under get to swim 25m races whilst the 

older swimmers go up to 200m! The top 3 of each age group in each event get 

medals.  All swimmers completing for the first time are awarded with a competitive 

medal and also get a special cheer from all the swimmers, officials and parents.  
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(Stourbridge Club Champs are licenced as a level 4 meet, so all results will be 

recorded on the rankings website). 

The presentation for these awards are made at our annual Christmas Presentation 

Evening which is attended by all the family. Tickets soon sell out so make sure you 

get yours quickly (usually for sale during club championships). 

 

 

Parents Helpers & Volunteers 

 

We are always looking for helpers in 

all capacities. A good motto to use is – “well if I’m here I might as well join in!!” 

There are many jobs needed to be done both at club level and especially at galas 

and open meets.  Below and on the next page is a snapshot of positions—you can 

even get qualified in some of these and help out at higher level galas! 

If you would like to get involved contact our club secretary on: 

secretary@stourswim.co.uk  

Volunteer positions…... 

Referee – A minimum of two referees are required for each gala/meet and are 

responsible for ensuring that the competition is run safely, fairly and in line with the 

promoter’s conditions. Normally they will be ASA qualified officials. 

Starter - The responsibility of the starter is to ensure that swimmers are prepared 

for the start of each race before giving the starting signal. Normally they will be ASA 

qualified. 

Chief Timekeeper - Two chief timekeepers are required and it is their responsibility 

to collect swimmers times from the lane timekeepers after each event. Then, in 

conjunction with the referee, ensure that times and placing agree. Normally they 

will be ASA qualified officials. 

Judge - Usually there will be one judge supplied by each team competing, e.g. six for 

a six-lane gala. It is their responsibility to check that swimmers do not infringe the 
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technical rules of their strokes and to record the finishing order of each race. 

Normally they will be ASA qualified officials. 

Timekeeper - As with judges each team competing will normally supply at least one 

timekeeper. Their job is to record the time for a swimmer in their lane to finish the 

race after the starting signal has been given. Normally they will be ASA qualified 

officials. 

Announcer - Their job is to provide safety announcements, announce the start of a 

race and give the results of each race as the gala proceeds. 

Recorder - The recorders job is to transfer the times and finishing positions from the 

timekeeper’s slips to score sheets. As the gala proceeds they enter the accumulated 

score for each team on the sheets. Usually there will be two or three recorders at 

each gala. 

Doorkeeper - Normally there are two doorkeepers at each gala and they are 

responsible for collecting entrance fees and selling gala programmes. 

Competitive Stewards - The stewards make sure that swimmers are in the correct 

place for their swim. They make sure they are lined up correctly for their heat and 

know what lane they are swimming in. 

Refreshments – Swimming pools are notoriously hot places for non-swimmers and 

at each of our galas we provide cold drinks for all poolside volunteers. Usually one 

volunteer will take the responsibility to make the drinks and hand them out to 

helpers two or three times during a gala.  

 

N.B: You may need to complete a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check through 

the club. This is a legal requirement and not a reflection of mistrust on behalf of the 

club. You might also be asked to sign up as a member of the ASA. You should be 

given a clear idea of what your role will be and you should have access to 

appropriate training and support.  If there’s anything you aren’t clear about, don’t 

be afraid to ask someone. The most important thing is making sure that you enjoy 

your volunteering experience! 
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If swimmers are to achieve their goals and reach 

their true potential, it is no longer enough to rely 

on natural talent, fitness and the desire to win 

alone. No single factor can make a participant 

successful; however several factors such as 

supportive parents, the right training and the 

ability to perform under varying conditions and pressures are critical. 

Attend as many training session as possible.  Depending on whether your child is in 

Dolphins, Junior Development, Junior Performance, Transition or Prem Squad to get 

the best out of the training and to be as fit, fast and technically able as possible, 

your child should attend as many training sessions that are held for your child’s 

squad. 

Another important factor is the food they eat. Good pre and 

post training/competition nutrition is a major part of this 

package. To keep up good performance you need to run on a 

full tank. Like a car you run rather badly with low fuel. 

However, it’s important to get the most economical fuel and fuelling at the right 

time. 

The Basic Nutrients are: 

• Carbohydrate (Found in Potatoes, pasta, Bread) 

• Protein (found in Chicken, Fish, Red meat, Nuts). 

• Fat 

• Vitamins 

• Minerals 

• Water (Found in the tap, fruit, veg) 

GLYCOGEN is the source most of your energy and what gets you going! 

For the swimmer Your ENERGY should come from: 

• 60%* from Carbohydrate 

• 15%* from Protein 

• 25%* from Fat 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=https://www.fashioncolombia.co/el-vegetarianismo-un-apapacho-al-corazon/&psig=AOvVaw02Fg3uvYa9SkMDgA5RgRwb&ust=1523465710408726
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Carbs Intake should never drop below 50%, protein should not go above 25% and fat 

should not go above 30%.  

 

Meals for Swimming 

As a bit of a guide not to be taken absolutely as gospel as every swimmers needs are 

different. 

 

Breakfast 

Toast, cereal, fruit or juice dry cereal, crackers, juice or dried fruit such 

as raisins and apricots; or pack fresh fruits such as apples or oranges. 

These foods are all high in carbohydrates, stuff like Orange juice Fresh 

fruit Low-fat yogurt OR pancakes with syrup, 2% or skimmed milk. 

(Never Skip Breakfast! Swimming on an empty stomach makes you feel 

like you have no energy. If you feel too nervous to eat, try a liquid meal such as a 

fruit smoothie.) 

 

 Avoid high-fat choices such as bacon, sausage or biscuits. 

 

 

Lunch & Dinner 

Pizzas: thick crust rather than thin crust pizza for more carbohydrates. 

Have vegetables on the pizza. (Avoid high fat toppings such as 

pepperoni).  Minimal mayonnaise in sandwiches and low salt crisps 

Choose low-fat milk or fruit juices rather than fizzy drinks. 

 

Avoid deep fat fried foods such as French fries, fried fish and fried 

chicken. 
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On Race Day 

What will I need after the Warm up?  

 These simple guidelines will guide you through recovery after the warm-up and 

prepare you for the heats:- 

• Replace fluids immediately after the warm-up.  

• Fill your drinks bottle with water (approximately 500ml) and drink all of it! 

Sports drinks have their benefits as they replace fluids and carbohydrate 

simultaneously, but make sure they are Isotonic.  Most of the leading 

commercial sports drinks are isotonic.  

• If there is more than 1 hour between the warm-up and your first heat, try to 

eat a little something e.g. a banana.  This will stop you feeling hungry and give 

you more energy.  

• The best approach is to eat a little and often during the day in between 

events.   

• Eating too much at once can make you feel heavy, sluggish and lethargic.  

  

Stuff for your ideal snack and lunch bag:  

Cereal, Granola bars, Energy Bars, pasta. 100% Juice cartons, 

Fruit, Yogurt, Packets of nuts, raisins, mini pretzels, Water, 

Electrolyte drink 

What should I have in between events?  

 Right before an event, it’s best not to snack or drink.  You do not want to start 

swimming with a stomach full.  Have a drink about 15 minutes prior to the event.  

This will allow enough time for it to be absorbed.   In longer breaks of at least 90 

minutes have something to eat as well as some fluids.   In shorter breaks, use a 

sports drink or water to replace fluid. The indoor pool environment is humid and 

dehydrating, so DRINK, DRINK, DRINK!!  

 Keep drinking throughout the day; drink about 500 ml every hour.  However, due to 

the warm environment this may be more.  Do not wait until you are thirsty until you 

start drinking. Once you are thirsty, you are already dehydrated. IMPORTANT! 2% 

dehydration leads to as much as a 10-20% decrease in performance! 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj3-7axl7DaAhUDasAKHWK5D1MQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=http://weclipart.com/lunch+pail+clipart&psig=AOvVaw3bRwP9PpB1bkz40sbK_9ym&ust=1523465989533254
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Recovery 

♦ Eat a Variety of Foods from all Food 

Groups 

♦ Eat Colourful (I.e. Fruits) Foods for 

vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, 

♦ carbohydrates for recovery and general 

health 

♦ Protein to repair muscle wear and tear 

♦ Eat Early and often; in the first 2 hours after a session 

it’s important to replace what you've “thrown into the fire” 

♦ Drink early and often, keep drinking regularly throughout the session to avoid 

dehydration. 

Focus on fuelling for the day, not the race; Maintain 

energy/blood sugar levels, and really importantly; Maintain 

hydration. 
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Contact Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.stourswim.co.uk 

@stourswim 

@StourSC 

enquiries@stourswim.co.uk 


